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CITY LIFE HYDRATING
Argan Oil - Anti-aging

  dry and damaged hair 

Surfactants derived from sugars, are extremely delicate. The Argan oil and protein crops
are derived from eco-friendly. The Argan oil deeply moisturizes fighting free radicals
thanks to anti-aging. Argan oil present in the products is particularly rich in vitamins and
polyunsaturated fatty acids such as the famous Omega -6 that have an anti -aging and
nourishing both on the scalp and on the hair, making it silky soft and hydrated. 

 HYDRATING SHAMPOO - shampoo moisturizing 
Formulated specifically for dry hair and chemically treated. The extract diArgan, in addition
to ensuring the anti-aging effect, feeds the fi ber capillaries, bringing ilgiusto degree of
hydration to dry hair, leaving it soft, elastic and shiny.
 package  : bottles of 250 and 1000 ml.

 HYDRATING CREAM - moisturizer 
The combination of its emollient and Argan oil, makes it indispensable in preventing aging,
hydration deicapelli in extremely arid and restructuring hair chemically
gravementedanneggiati.
 box:  canister tube 250 and 1000 ml.

 INSTANT REPAIR restructuring instant - no rinse 
The contribution of the noble substances such as argan extract, Vitamin B6, Calcium
pantothenate and marine collagen, makes the product particularly suitable for dry, treated
or otherwise stressed by chemicals, brushes and hair dryer. Confers protection, elasticity
and smoothness. 

  box:  no gas spray bottle of 150 ml.

 SERUM - serum moisturizer - no rinse 
Fluid beauty ideal for damaged hair, stressed and subjected to qualicolorazioni treatments,
perms, bleaching and stiraggi. The action of Argan oil restores elasticity, volume, softness
combined with unsurpassed brilliance.
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 box:  no gas spray bottle of 100 ml.

 sublimating SERUM - without rinsing
repair serum extract of Argan and Soy Protein 
It is a creamy fluid, highly concentrated, particularly for application to hair damaged, dry
and arid. The combined effect of the extract of Argan Oil and Soy Protein, restructures
deep into the hair shaft and protecting it from harmful effects of free radicals.
 box:  80 ml tube. 
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